
T
he fl owers are in bloom and the grass is green 
at Simeon Stud. We are in the middle of foaling 
season and we have some very special foals 

already on the ground. We currently have 17 foals which 
have arrived with another 7 to fi nish the season.
The last Asfour foal has been born, a beautiful 
colt out of Simeon Seda (MB Talmaar x 
Raffaalaa). He is very nice in the head and 
one of the best bodies on the farm. We are 
especially proud of him as he may just be 
the best Asfour colt born to date.
There are 7 Imperial Madaar foals so far 
with another  due any day. The standout 
Madaar foal is an exquisite fi lly out of Simeon Se 
(Asfour x Simeon Seda).
This year we are pleased to have 3 
Immesmerize(Imtaarif X Bint Mareekh 
Amir)foals this year. One colt out of the black 
mare Simeon Shaddai (Anaza Bay Shahh X 
Simeon Simona) and one colt out of Simeon Simone 
(Asfour x Simeon Simona) who has sold to Marge and 
Bob Faulkner.  We have also had a fi lly born to Simeon 
Sibolet ( Asfour X Ramses Tina).
So far we have had 3 Simeon Sahron (Imperial Madaar 
x Simeon Setavi)foals born. The fi rst is a colt out of the 

beautiful Chestnut mare Simeon Shiraz (Asfour x Simeon 
Shuala). Then we were blessed with 2 fi llies one out of 
Simeon Shavit(Anaza Bay Shahh x Simeon Safanad) 

and one out of Ibtehag AlBadeia (Badran Al Badeia x 
Halawat AlBadeia).

We are also very pleased with our Simeon Samech 
(Anaza Bay Shahh x Simeon Saada) foals. 

We have 3 fi llies so far and are expecting 
another 3 foals. There are 2 fi llies out 
of Simeon Sanaa (Imperial Madaar 

x Simeon Sukari) and another fi lly out 
of the old mare Simeon Salome (Asfour 

XSimeon Safanad).  
Due to the fact that we currently have Simeon 

Sabaya (Anaza Bay Shahh x Simeon Sibolet), 
Simeon Sumaq(MB Mayal x Simeon Sibolet), 
Simeon Saleah (Asfour x Simeon Sibolet) 

and the newest fi lly Immesmerize x Simeon 
Sibolet, we are willing to let Simeon Sibolet go to 

a new home.  
Our 3 young stallions continue to impress us with their 

foals. Immesmerize and Simeon Sahron having a few foals 
on the ground already and we are eaggarly awaiting the 
foals of Simeon Shifran (Asfour x Simeon Shavit). ❑
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Jennifer Ogden,Scott Trees, Simeon Stud
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Anaza Bay Shahh
(Shaikh Al Badi x Bint Deenaa)
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Simeon Se
(Asfour x Simeon Seda)

Simeon Seda
(MB Talmaar x Raffaalla)
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Simeon Salit
(Asfour x Simeon Shavit)
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Simeon Shifran
(Asfour x Simeon Shavit)
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Simeon Shalal
(Asfour x Simeon Simona)
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Simeon Sahron
(Imperial Madaar x Simeon Setavi)
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